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IN-STORE FULFILLMENT:
JUSTIFYING THE INVESTMENT,
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND
POTENTIAL ROI

An in-store fulfillment solution
offers huge benefits to a retailer.

Increase Efficiency by

Standardizing Processes

Move Inventory Faster

Optimize the In-store Labor

Force

Cut Down Overhead Costs

Increase Store Traffic and

Consumer Spending

Increase Gross Margins

Today’s consumers expect a seamless
omni-channel experience from every
retailer, whether pure-play e-commerce or
brick-and-mortar. According to Forrester
Research1, 71 percent of shoppers expect
to view in-store inventory online, while
50 percent expect to buy online and pick
up in store. However, most retailers have
not operationalized even the basics such
as store pickup, cross channel inventory
visibility, and store based fulfillment. There
is a significant disconnect between what
consumers want from retailers and the
omni-channel capabilities retailers are
prepared to provide.
While providing an omni-channel
experience has been on the list of strategic
initiatives for retailers for years, executing
on that strategy has represented more of a
dream than a reality. The solution?
According to industry analysts, every
retailer should fulfill orders and ship from
the store.
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The last few years have seen an increasing
number of brick-and-mortar retailers
leveraging their stores as part of their
e-commerce fulfillment operation to
preserve customer loyalty and gain a
competitive edge. Notable examples
include American Apparel, Loblaws, and
Sears, to name a few. However, in the
process, many have faced a handful of
very real operational challenges ranging
from integration and visibility across the
supply chain, to technology limitations and
poor operational execution.
This industry brief will help retailers build a
business case and framework for investing
in in-store fulfillment as a critical omnichannel initiative. In addition, it will outline
considerations when selecting supporting
systems, as well as discuss benefits and
potential return on investment (ROI).

Source: “US Online Retail Forecast, 2012 to 2017”, by Sucharita Mulpuru, Forrester Research, March 13, 2013 (see www.forrester.com)
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THE BUSINESS CASE FOR IN-STORE FULFILLMENT
Retailers are known for relentless focus on the customer.
Meeting consumer expectations is among your top priorities,
along with responding to competitive pressures. However,
aligning customer convenience with cost-to-serve objectives
has presented a challenge that likely has you wondering why
you should play the omni-channel game in the first place.
Brick-and-mortar retailers have an advantage over pure-play
e-commerce retailers that few acknowledge: more and betterplaced distribution centers (DCs) - in the form of stores. Those
organizations who are leveraging this asset have been able to
cost-effectively move order fulfillment closer to the consumer,
offering more a timely and personalized service.

the right systems and processes, fulfilling orders in-store can
become costly, inefficient, and time consuming.
To be able to turn stores into distribution nodes, retailers need a
consolidated, accurate view of real-time inventory across stores
and distribution centers. Retail stores have not historically
required this level of inventory tracking, and, as a result, store
level inventory accuracy commonly ranges between 50 percent
and 80 percent.

As retailers implement in-store fulfillment, however, they are
finding that turning stores into e-commerce fulfillment centers
cannot be improvised. Managing the pick and pack processes
manually - with varying level or no integration to store systems
- is not a sustainable, long-term solution when online sales
continue to rise and are expected to account for 11 percent of
total U.S. retail sales by 2018 (Forrester Research, 2014). The
right technology and processes must support consumers and
operations simultaneously.
Integrating store-level demand fulfillment with omni-channel
customer order generation capabilities offers retailers the
opportunity to:

Cut shipping costs and increase the speed of delivery by
moving distribution points closer to buyers

Boost gross margins on items that sit idle in physical stores
and avoid the need to mark down

Prevent inventory from stacking up at the wrong location

Provide broader product selection to consumers, no matter
the location of the stock

Manage product assortment across the chain most efficiently

Become more agile in how you reply to demand

Fulfill growing e-commerce orders without building
additional distribution centers

Compete with pure-play e-tailing giants by providing a more
personalized experience with the same convenience

LIMITATIONS OF THE STORE AS A DISTRIBUTION NODE
Brick-and-mortar stores are merchandised and optimized for
customer experience and maximizing sales. While this setup
serves traditional commerce models, it puts the store at a
disadvantage in operating like a warehouse. For example,
normal customer shopping activities cause merchandise to
flow all over the store, usually without visibility (abandoned
baskets, items left behind in dressing rooms, etc.). Without
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While inventory counts are accurate at the point of
replenishment and sale, most stores do not track the location of
a specific item in real time (on the shelf vs. in a cart). This could
lead to wasted time for a picker who walked all the way to the
right aisle and shelf, only to see a customer pick up the last
bottle of the desired shampoo. In addition, without accuracy,
fulfillment systems are likely to send orders to a store for
inventory that doesn’t actually exist — or possibly withhold an
order from a store because the system indicated a level too low
to fulfill — missing a sales opportunity.
Distribution centers operate much differently from stores.
Specifically, they are insulated from the day-to-day impact of
customer traffic. Inventory remains tightly controlled thanks to
warehouse management systems (WMS) and associates are
measured on speed and accuracy. A WMS tracks inventory
as products are put away, moved, and picked, which helps
fulfillment centers boast inventory accuracy north of 99
percent. If in-store fulfillment is the right execution strategy for
your operation, you should expect the same results from your
retail systems.
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Another hallmark of any DC is the fact that every “place” where
product can be stored or kept for any reason has a location
address assigned to it. That not only enhances the ability for the
DC to be more accurate, it also provides the systems running
the DC with a critical piece of information — precisely where to
go to obtain the merchandise required to fulfill an order. This
concept has begun to trickle into retail stores, but primarily
those with fixed aisles and shelves (general merchandise and
grocery). The world of “four ways” and “rounders” that move
as the seasons change make this difficult to achieve but not
impossible. If stores are to be used as warehouses, associates
will need to know not only what to pick, but from where.

in the back room (or elsewhere) to pack and stage outbound
orders, as well as accommodate the increased shipper traffic.
This is especially important in malls or other high-rent stores.
The requirement to allocate proper space to process orders
should not be underestimated so as not to compromise
accuracy.
Finally, integrating back-office technologies across channels
is also a challenge. As we’ll discuss in the next section, current
retail systems don’t support the functionality needed to operate
a store as a fulfillment center or provide end-to-end visibility
into inventory and customer orders.

Most stores are built to maximize space on the sales floor. With
store fulfillment of digital orders, there must be adequate space

CURRENT STATE OF RETAIL SYSTEMS
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Industry analysts have predicted that the next phase of
transformation for retail will entail business processes and
IT catching up to tackle the omni-channel challenge with
tangible, systematized solutions. This will lead to retail
channels becoming blurred and, in many cases, irrelevant.
The current state of many retailers’ supply chains is channelspecific, and channel-specific DCs are responsible for
maintaining their inventories. This has largely determined the
requirements of retail systems.
According to Forrester Research2, 40 percent of retailers
report that they have difficulty integrating back-office
technology across channels. One example of this is the need
to have a consolidated, accurate view of real-time inventory
across stores and distribution centers. Executing on this
capability, however, is complex and requires a retail order
management system to be integrated with existing legacy
POS, e-commerce, ERP, and other retail systems. In addition,
effectively supporting order fulfillment in a multichannel retail
store environment requires the optimization of fulfillment
processes, real-time inventory visibility, and systematic returns
management. These capabilities are not typically supported
by retailers’ existing systems.
The retail supply chain was designed for one thing: to fulfill
to stores. When consumers demand so much more, retailers
must be prepared to respond. In addition, brick-and-mortar
stores and the legacy technologies that support your
operations are on the cusp of a refresh cycle. Now is the time
to invest in the right technologies to satisfy demands of the
increasingly omni-channel consumer.

RETURN ON NO INVESTMENT
The cost of not investing in the right in-store fulfillment
solution is potentially as severe as it is quantifiable. From
losing a client due to order fulfillment inaccuracies to
inefficient use of staff, the potential pitfalls of improvising and
relying on manual processes are many:

Inefficiency: The key to competitive e-commerce fulfillment
is keeping cost down. Wasted time looking for the right
product, uncertainty regarding how to handle substitutions,
and potentially shipping the wrong item can cost retailers
significant time and money.

Stock-outs: Inaccurate inventory may prevent retailers from
fulfilling an order, as well as result in stock-outs that will
cause you not only to lose the e-commerce order but also
walk-in customers.

Aging product: If a certain product isn’t moving fast enough,
having a system that helps you determine where to fulfill
to ensure efficient inventory rotation is key. For grocers,
this becomes even more relevant as product freshness is
critical, and product that doesn’t sell today may end up in
the trash tomorrow.

Returns: Picking the wrong product may seem like an
innocent mistake, however, it can cost you more than
you think. Consumers today have very low tolerance for
mistakes. Shipping the wrong product can aggravate the
customer to the point of losing all his potential business for
life. In addition, handling returns adds cost to your bottom
line, making margins thinner than they already are.

CONSIDERATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
Retailers are thinking outside of the warehouse box and
looking to their brick-and-mortar stores to function in ways
formerly limited to a WMS in distribution centers. However,
the challenge of finding the right supply chain software that
can fulfill orders in a store in ways similar to a DC – yet take
into account store-specific needs and processes – has been
considerable.
To address these cutting-edge needs, retailers and grocers
must optimize fulfillment processes to meet the demands of
omni-channel customers while driving profitability. You need
a solution that drives the movement of goods from receipt, to
the backroom, to the store shelf, and to replenishment – while
considering and weighing the needs that are specific to the
user’s industry. For instance, a grocer will need rules that take
into account the temperature of each item, while an apparel
retailer will have differing sizes and colors of the same item to
consider.

2

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Accenture and hybris software, November 2013.
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Order fulfillment can present challenges to retailers, especially when it comes to maintaining customer satisfaction while fulfilling orders across different channels, and the key to preparing for those challenges is a proper in-store fulfillment solution. Retailers need
a solution that provides all the tools needed to set up an in-store fulfillment operation, including: order capture, store mapping,
work queue management, wave planning, and real-time inventory tracking.
Some of the capabilities retailers should look for in an in-store fulfillment solution include:
CAPABILITY

BENEFIT

Picking Optimization

Handle fulfillment across pick zones – including temperature-sensitive
control to maintain freshness, especially in grocery stores. Support
unique picking requirements such as variable weights and product
image displays to assist with product locating in stores.

Substitution Management

Manage item substitution processes as directed by the customer.

Order Packing and Staging

Manage the staging of filled orders and efficient and accurate hand-off
to customers for store pick-up or home delivery environments.

Various Delivery Model Support

Support store pickup, centralized fulfillment, and transfer to stores,
as well as direct delivery to customers with retailer fleet or 3rd party
service providers.

Customer Updates and
Communication

Provide real-time order status updates, confirm substitutions are
acceptable, and let the customer know when the order is ready for
pick-up or being delivered.

Return Management

Leverage greater visibility and control to manage returns efficiently.
Direct users to properly track and disposition returned goods.

Ability to Handle Unique Fulfillment
Requirements

In the case of temperature sensitive products, for example, the ability to
control and maintain appropriate temperatures and/or freshness during
fulfillment and staging before delivery to the customer is a critical
requirement.

In-store Cycle Counting

Cycle counting and inventory adjustment controls maintain inventory
accuracy, allowing you to better avoid stock-outs and over-stocks while
meeting customer demand.

Hybrid Fulfillment

View inventory across channels and optimize fulfillment from the store,
warerooms, dedicated warehouses, or centralized DCs to keep cost
down and provide the fastest response to customers.

Cross-channel Inventory Visibility

A key challenge of running a traditional storefront like a warehouse is
the fact that inventory is inherently scattered across the stores. The key
is maintaining accurate inventory counts at every stocking location from
which fulfillment can occur, as well as understanding what inventory is
on its way to those locations and when it will arrive. Implement a single
pool of inventory per product to which all channels have access, and
introduce fulfillment prioritization rules among online, home delivery,
store requirements and wholesale orders.
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Adaptability and Scalability

Consumer demands are changing and the expectation of being able
to buy, fulfill, receive and return anywhere means that you have to
be creative and proactive with your supply chain strategies. Starting
small can help control the process and preserve profitability. However,
a scalable solution that can adapt to your growth and changing
environment is critical. With omni-channel being such a new concept,
models will likely evolve and you will need to be able to adapt as a
result.

Integration with Store Systems

Seamless integration to store point of sale (POS), planograms, order
management, and ERP systems.

Automated Replenishment

Automatic control and prioritization of store replenishment processes
so you minimize stock outs and better manage your work force.

ASN and PO Receipt

Store receipt processing with support for ASN and PO receipt processes
with directed put-away for streamlined work flow.

Work Queue Control

Configurable, value-added services management for activities such
as: labeling, kitting, and assembly to support quality and efficient work
queue control and monitoring.

Automated Shipping

Automated shipping processes for delivery services, whether local,
national, or private fleet.

THE ROI OF IMPLEMENTING THE RIGHT IN-STORE
FULFILLMENT TECHNOLOGY
As omni-channel fulfillment initiatives multiply and start
chipping away at retailers’ supply chain operation costs,
calculating the ROI of leveraging technology becomes critical.
Those retailers who have been successful in implementing
e-commerce fulfillment solutions to support their efforts
have full top-level management involvement and buy-in. A
compelling business case and ROI calculation can help get
executives on board.
An in-store fulfillment solution offers huge benefits to a retailer
in terms of efficiency, accuracy, and speed. Standardized
processes and centralized systems ensure better
communication; greater inventory visibility means faster, more
accurate fulfillment; and a labor force that can move more
efficiently will fulfill an order faster while preserving the brandright, in-store experience. These three areas form a foundation
for a superior customer experience, no matter the channel.
Increase Efficiency by Standardizing Processes
An in-store fulfillment solution can streamline processes to
allow for the uncommon picking requirements of e-commerce
orders. As processes are standardized for managing orders,
POS systems, and even store replenishment all with speed
and customer satisfaction in mind, retailers gain efficiencies
that keep manual processes to the minimum and operational
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costs down. Retailers who have invested in in-store fulfillment
software have quickly doubled efficiencies.
In addition, an in-store order fulfillment solution operates on a
platform that can integrate with the systems in your store and
in your warehouse. This is critical for standardizing processes
and increasing efficiencies and speed across your locations.
This integration can include order management, store
replenishment, supply chain planning, POS, planogram, and
ERP systems for better process consistency and automation.
If you have stock-out situations, item substitution logic which
follows customer-directed rules can help with fulfillment
efficiency and ultimately deliver a satisfying customer
experience that builds your brand equity.
Move Inventory Faster
Efficiently managing inventory across locations and channels
is at the heart of multichannel retailing and a successful
in-store order fulfillment plan. An in-store order fulfillment
solution can maintain real-time inventory visibility at every
stocking location from which fulfillment can occur, as well
as track what inventory is on its way into those locations and
when it will arrive. You can track and trace products down
to the lot and item level, conduct periodic cycle counts,
inventory look-ups, and capture key data along the way
to find merchandise quickly and efficiently. This gives you
instant knowledge of exactly where your products are at
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all times for better-decision making around order fulfillment.
Built-in algorithms help retailers determine from where to pull
inventory to ensure they’re moving idle inventory first.
Optimize the In-store Labor Force
Managing the order and managing the store team go handin-hand in an omni-channel environment. An in-store order
fulfillment solution is fluent in both warehouse and in-store
processes, so it can direct the store team to optimize pick tasks,
keep labor costs low, and meet customer expectations for a
seamless experience. It also provides work queue, labor, and
productivity management to support the management of store
associates.
The time it takes to fulfill an order in the store won’t be as
predictable as in the warehouse, or as easy to control. An
in-store order fulfillment solution sets realistic – and flexible –
expectations for the store team, who will likely be interrupted
by shoppers or will have to check multiple locations to track
down an item. With this flexibility, you can preserve the in-store
experience for customers and efficiently fulfill the order for
customers outside of the store.

Cut Down Overhead Costs
Turning your store into a fulfillment center will allow you to
move order fulfillment closer to consumers without having
to open additional distribution centers. This way, you’re
maximizing existing resources while serving a larger customer
base across channels – and improving the buying experience
with speedier delivery times.
Increase Store Traffic and Consumer Spending
The buy online/pickup in store model can drive incremental
trips to the store, where consumers may decide to purchase
more items. Indeed, many retailers are seeing this benefit as
a result of their in-store pickup program. The CFO of a large
department reported to analysts3 that 15-20 percent of the
retailer’s in-store pickup customers make another purchase,
and an office supply retailer told a publication4 in a recent
article that they see a “significant percent” of customers buying
more items from the store when they go in to pick up their
online purchases.

3

Source: http://bright.stellaservice.com/fulfillment-3/kohls-says-up-to-20-of-pick-up-in-store-customers-make-another-purchase/

4

Source: http://www.csmonitor.com/Business/Saving-Money/2015/0829/Why-in-store-pickup-is-gaining-popularity
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Increase Gross Margins
Retailers know the key to their success is to maximize gross
margins. E-commerce sales present an opportunity for
additional revenue but, unless the operational cost to support
the fulfillment of these orders is kept to a minimum, they can
easily turn into an expensive nightmare. An in-store fulfillment
solution operationalizes e-commerce order fulfillment in the
store to make you efficient and profitable, while also allowing
you to scale and effectively respond to increasing online
demand.

FINAL THOUGHTS
An omni-channel “buy anywhere, get anywhere” strategy
requires retailers to rethink virtually every aspect of the
operational model, from customer order management to
fulfillment, last-mile delivery and the store operations. Those
retailers that are successfully competing in today’s marketplace
are simply focusing on what the customer wants and how to
deliver that experience in a way that makes good business
sense.

ABOUT HIGHJUMP

In almost every industry, buyers are
becoming more fickle, and more demanding.
For logistics executives, effectively meeting
buyer needs has become a relentless quest
for speed and agility. Traditional supply
chain solutions – siloed, complex and
hard-to-implement – no longer suffice, as
competitors find ways to deliver goods faster
and more profitably.
In this “now” economy, HighJump helps
you stay agile, with adaptable, connected
solutions that harness the power of
your trading partner community. From
the warehouse to the storefront, from
the desktop to the driver’s cab, we can
help you achieve new levels of supply
chain responsiveness, performance and
profitability.

Consumers have broken down the walls between commerce
channels, forcing retailers to view the omni-channel challenge
holistically. The supply chain assets currently in place can all
be leveraged to work in unison and provide the better, faster,
and cheaper experience consumers crave today. To accomplish
this, however, a shift in how retailers view their stores is key.
In-store (and even hybrid) fulfillment promises a lot of
benefits when done right. However, improvising can have
the exact opposite effect intended. On the flip side, the right
investment can lead to greater customer satisfaction, inventory
optimization, cost effectiveness, and higher margins.
If this is the right step for your organization, leave with this one
thought: only by standardizing and optimizing every step in the
e-commerce fulfillment process will you keep all stakeholders
happy – from customers to top management who are likely
to be closely watching how you’ll remain competitive and
profitable in an omni-channel world.

THE HIGHJUMP TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding HighJump or how our products
can improve your business, our passionate team is here for you.

Call us today at 800.328.3271
or email info@highjump.com

HighJump’s suite of warehouse management,
business integration, transportation
management, and retail/DSD solutions form
a complete, powerful and adaptable platform
that allow you to drive growth, customer
satisfaction and revenue. HighJump: supply
chain accelerated.
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